FIRST TIME USERS - READ BEFORE APPLYING.
DO NOT OPEN UNTIL YOU ARE READY TO APPLY. STORE UNOPENED, REFRIGERATED UP TO 2 WEEKS AFTER RECEIPT.
Beneficial Nematode Application Instructions Using a Hose End Sprayer

**TEST/WATER COVERAGE AREA PRIOR TO APPLYING BENEFICIAL NEMATODES**

1. Fill hose end sprayer reservoir to the 32 oz. mark with water ONLY.
2. Adjust the dial to select how many oz. per gallon output - usually between the 2 oz. and 4 oz.
3. Begin spraying the area thoroughly until the reservoir is empty. This may **NOT** be the entire treatment area.
4. Determine how many times the reservoir will need to be filled in order to cover the entire treatment area.

**BENEFICIAL NEMATODE APPLICATION**

5. Based on how many times you will need to refill the reservoir, divide your beneficial nematodes into the same number of portions. Ex: If it takes 3 reservoirs to cover your area, divide into 3 equal portions.*
6. Take one portion of the beneficial nematodes and mix in reservoir with 32 oz. of water. Remove filter from the end of the “straw” hose that goes into the reservoir.
7. Spray coverage area at the same speed as test. Once reservoir has emptied, take next portion of beneficial nematodes and mix with water. Spray next area.

*TIP: Agitate frequently.

*If you are using multiple species, divide each species into the same portion amount. Mix a portion from each species with water in reservoir for each treatment segment.

Continue process until all beneficial nematodes have been used and all area is covered.